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THE GENERALIZED DOWLING LATTICES

PHIL HANLON

Abstract. In this paper we study a new class of lattices called the generalized

Dowling lattices. These lattices are parametrized by a positive integer n , a

finite group G , and a meet sublattice K of the lattice of subgroups of G . For

an appropriate choice of K the generalized Dowling lattice Dn{G,K) agrees

with the ordinary Dowling lattice Dn(G). For a different choice of K, the

generalized Dowling lattices are the lattice of intersections of a set of subspaces

in complex space. The set of subspaces, defined in terms of a representation of

G, generalizes the thick diagonal in CB .

We compute the Möbius function and characteristic polynomial of the lattice

Dn(G, K) along with the homology of Dn(G, K) in terms of the homology of

K . We go on to compute the character of G-wrSn acting on the homology of

Dn(G, K). This computation provides a nontrivial generalization of a result

due to Stanley concerning the character of Sn acting on the top homology of

the partition lattice.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study a family of lattices which we call generalized Dowling

lattices.  These lattices, denoted Dn(G, K), are indexed by a positive integer

I n, a finite group G, and a meet sublattice1 K of the lattice of subgroups of

1G. For an appropriate choice of K, Dn(G, K) is the ordinary Dowling lattice

j\of rank n based on the finite group G. In this paper we study combinatorial

properties of the generalized Dowling lattices and their order complexes.   In

particular, we compute the homology of Dn(G, K) in terms of the homology

of K.
The generalized Dowling lattices have a very rich combinatorial structure.

Unless K is trivial, Dn(G, K) is not ranked hence is not supersolvable, geo-

metric, or even Cohen-Macaulay. Nonetheless, all of the well-known combina-

torial and homological properties of the Dowling lattices have elegant analogues

in the generalized Dowling lattice case. Because the generalized Dowling lat-

tices are not Cohen-Macaulay, these properties cannot be proved using classical

combinatorial methods. In this paper we use a mixture of combinatorial and
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homological methods to compute Ht(Dn(G, K)). In particular, we devise a

spectral sequence method which effectively separates Ht(Dn(G, K)) into two

parts—a part coming from Ht(K) and a part coming from the homology of

the ordinary Dowling lattices.

The wreath product group Gv/rSn acts as a group of automorphisms of

Dn(G,K). The spectral sequence used to compute Ht(Dn(G, K)) is (GwrSJ

—equivariant which allows us to compute the character of Gv/rSn on

Ht(Dn(G, K)). We prove a generalization of Stanley's result which expresses

the action of Sn on the top homology of the partition lattice in terms of induced

characters.

There is a second choice of K for which the Dn(G, K) specialize to an in-

teresting class of lattices. These specializations have a geometric significance—

their homology groups determine the homology of a natural affine variety in

complex space. This variety is a generalization of the variety C"\A, where A

is the thick diagonal, A = {(vx ', ..., vn) : v. = V, some i < j} . This gener-

alized variety begins with a faithful representation tp: G -» GL(F) of a finite

group G. For i < j and g e G define <%¡ . to be the subspace of V" given

by

%¡J,g = {(vl,...,vn)eVtt:vj = c>(g)vi}.

For i t¿ j, ^¡ j g has codimension equal to dim(F). For i = j however,

<%¡ ¡ g can nave smaller codimension. Let <5"n(tp) denote the set of subspaces

Note that ^ . = V" iff / = j and g = e. Thus the exclusion of the set

{<%¡ ,■ e '■ 1 < i < n] insures that V" is not in 5"n(tp). Let A be the union

of the subspaces in A?n(tp) and let An(tp) be F"\A. It is easy to see that

An(tp\ = C"\A when the group G is trivial, so one can think of An(tp) as an

affine variety which generalizes C"\A.

Using results of Goresky and Macpherson (see [8]) one can compute the ho-

mology of An(tp) in terms of the homology of the lattice of intersections of the

subspaces in S?n(tp). We will show that this lattice of intersections is Dn(G, K)

for an appropriate K. So the computation of Ht(Dn(G, K)) determines the

homology of the affine variety An(tp).

The paper is organized in the following way. In §2 we define the general-

ized Dowling lattices and develop some of their more elementary combinatorial

properties. In §3 we prove Dn(G, K) is isomorphic to the lattice of intersec-

tions of the subspaces in S^n(tp). §4 contains the main results. We introduce

our spectral sequence methods, use them to compute the homology of the gen-

eralized Dowling lattices, and apply that to the computation of Ht(An(tp)). In

§5 we conclude by computing the character values for the action of the wreath

product group GwrSn on the homology of Dn(G, K).
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2. The combinatorial theory

2.1. K-digraphs. Let L be a finite lattice. A closure operator on L is a map

x-+x from L to L which satisfies:

(a) x > x for all x e L.

(b) x = x for all x e L.

(c) If x < y then x < y for all x, y e L.

We will also assume the condition 0 = 0 (where 0 denotes the minimal element

of L). If x —y x is a closure operator on L then we let L denote the set of

closed elements of L, i.e.,

L = {x e L : x = x}.

Proposition 2.1.1. Let x -y x be a closure on L and let x, y e L. Then x Ay

is in L.

Proof. For x, y e L we have

a: Ay < x = x   and   x Ay <y = y.

So,

x Ay <x Ay <x Ay.   D

Proposition 2.1.1 shows that L has a meet operation. Also it has a maximal

element (the maximal element of L ) and so it is a lattice. In general it is not

a sublattice of L as only the meet operations in L and L agree.

Let G be a finite group with identity e and let L(G) denote the lattice of

subgroups of G. We let E denote the trivial subgroup E = {e} . Assume that

H —> H is a conjugation-invariant closure operator on L(G). In other words,

the map H —► H satisfies        _
g~XHg = g~lHg

for g e G and H e L(G). We let K denote the lattice L(G) of closed

subgroups in L(G). By the conjugation-invariance of the closure operator we

have that G acts as a group of automorphisms of K.

Definition 2.1.2. A complete K-digraph with vertex set S is an edge-labelled

digraph with an edge directed from s to t for every pair (s, t) e S x S. The

edge from 5 to t is labelled with a right coset Hs t of some subgroup in K.

Moreover the following consistency condition (*) must be satisfied:

For every (r, s, t) e S   we have

(*) Hs,tHr,s = Hr,t'

where AB denotes {aß : a e A , ß € B} .

Condition (*) is a strong constraint as the next proposition shows.
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Proposition 2.1.3. Let ö be a complete K-digraph with vertex set S and with

edge labels Hu v.

(a) For each u e S, Hu u is a subgroup in K.

(b) Let u,v e S. Then Hu     is a right coset of the subgroup Hu u .

(c) Let u,veS. Then Hv u = {a~x : a e Hu J.

(d) Let u,v e S and let y be any element of Hu v. Then

Hv,v = yHu,j~x ■

Proof. We first prove (a). Choosing r = s = t = u in (*) gives that Hu u is

closed under multiplication, hence is a subgroup.

To prove (b) first choose r = s = u and t = v in (*). We obtain

Hu,vHu,u=Hu,V

It follows that Hu v is a union of right cosets of Hu u . Next choose r = t = u

and s = v in (*). This gives

Hv,uHu,v =Hu,u

so \HUV\ < \HUtU\. Thus Hu v is a single right coset of Hu u.

We next prove (c). As above we have

Hv,uHu,v =Hu,u

so (1)  \HVJ < \HUJ  and (2) for some y e Huv we have y~x e Hv u.

Choosing r = u and s = t = v in (*) we obtain

Hu,uHv,u =Hv,u-

So Hv u is a left coset of Hu u (here using (1)). By fact (2) we have Hy u =

Hu uy~x from which (c) follows.

Lastly we prove (d). By (c) we know that y~   is in Hv u . Hence by (*) we

have that

Applying (*) again we have that

yH    y  x c H     .
'     u,u'        —      V ,v

Reversing the roles of u and v in the above argument shows that

y-lHv<vyCHUtU

which completes the proof of (d).    D

Proposition 2.1.3 gives a simple method for constructing all the complete

A-digraphs with vertex set S.

Step 1. Fix a point u e S and choose a subgroup Hu u e K. Let R be a set

of coset representatives for Hu u in G.
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Step 2. For each v ¿ u in S choose a representative r(u, v) e R. Once these

(independent) choices have been made we are constrained, by Proposition 2.1.3,

to define Hv w to be

Hv,w = r(U'W)Hu,ur(U>V)~l ■

In particular, the number of complete A-digraphs which have subgroups con-

jugate to H labelling its loops is (\G\/\H\)lsl~x.

Definition 2.1.4. A K-digraph is a digraph each of whose weakly connected

components is a complete A-digraph.

Let &n(G, A) denote the set of A-digraphs with vertex set {1,2,...,«}.

Given a A-digraph ô e Cln(G, K) we define its edge labels by: Hu v is the

actual label on the edge from u to v if this edge exists in ô and is the empty

set if there is no edge from u to v in S .

Define a partial ordering < on Cln(G, K) in the following way. Let ôx and

ô2 be in Qn(G, K) and let H^\ be the edge labels on ôi. Then we say Sx < S2

iff H(x\ ç H{2)v for all «and?).

It is obvious that < is a partial ordering on Cln(G, K). The poset Qn(G, K)

has a unique minimal element 0 which is the digraph whose only edges are a

loop at each point labelled E. Also Qn(C7, A) has a unique maximal element

1 which is the complete digraph with every edge labelled G.

We will show that &n(G, A) is a lattice. Since Qn(G, K) has a maximal

element, it is enough to show that every pair of elements has a greatest lower

bound. We do this by explicitly describing the greatest lower bound. This

description makes use of the following fact which is easy to prove.

Proposition 2.1.5. Let A and B be subgroups of a finite group G and let aA

and ßB be right cosets of these subgroups. Then (aA) n (ßB) is either empty

or it is a right coset of (AxxB).

Definition 2.1.6. Let Sx  and S2 be in Q„(G, A), and let H(i\ be the edge

labels in ¿;. Recall that H^\ = 0 if there is no edge from u to v in o¡.

Define ôx A 52 to be the digraph with edge labels Hu v defined by

Hu,v -Hu,vnI1u,V

If Hu v = 0 then we interpret that to mean that there is no edge from h to o

in Sx A S2.

Lemma 2.1.7. The digraph ôxaô2 defined above is in Qn(G,K).

Proof. By Propositions 2.1.1 and 2.1.5, the label on every edge of Sx Aô2 is a

right coset of some subgroup in A. Also by Proposition 2.1.1 there is a loop

at every point of ôx A S2 labelled with some subgroup in A. So it suffices to

verify condition (*).
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Let (r, s, t) e [nf and suppose there are edges from r to s and from í to

t in 8X A S2. Let y(r, s) be an element of

",, = <><!

and let y(s, t) be an element of Hs t = H¡x]n Hf\. The following equations

follow immediately from Proposition 2.1.3:

(El) H{ll = y(r,s)H{,1r,        i =1,2,

(E2) H{si]t = y(s,t)H{¿,        i =1,2,

(E3) H^s = y(r,s)H{rnry(r,s)-X,        i =1,2.

So

Hr,l=HS,tHr,s

= y(s, t)y(r, s)H{l)ry(r, sfxy(r, s)H{ri]r

Thus,

= y(s,t)y(r,s)H^r,        i =1,2.

Hr, = H{r]]xxH^t = y(s, t)y(r, s)(H{r]]r n H(2\).

Also from equations (E1)-(E3) we have

H^H^ = y(r,s)(H^H^)

and

So

H(s!t n H?a = y(s y t)y(r, s)(H{r]l n H^r)y(r, s)~X.

Hs>tHr<s = (Hl]]nH^)(H^nH^s)

= y(s, t)y(r, s)(H[X\ xxH(2\) = H{r]] xxH^

and this verifies condition (*).   D

Given that ôx AÔ2 is in Q„(G, A) it is immediate that Sx Aö2 is a greatest

lower bound for ôx and 62. We have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.8. The poset Q.n(G, A) is a lattice. For ôx,ô2 e Œ„(C7, A) the

meet of ôx and ô2 is the digraph ôx A 62 defined above.

It should be noted that the join operation in Í2„(C7, A) is much more difficult

to understand. We know of no simple description of this operation.

Definition 2.1.9. Let L be a lattice with minimal element 0. A rank function

r on L is a strictly increasing function, r : L —> N, which satisfies:

(1) r(0) = 0.

(2) For all x, y e L,

r(x Vy) + r(x Ay) < r(x) + r(y).
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For example, if L is geometric then we can take r(x) to be the length of a

maximal chain from 0 to x. The lattices we deal with will not satisfy the

chain condition so our rank functions will be defined in a different way.

Given a rank function r on L we define the characteristic polynomial of L

with respect to r by

XriL;X) = ^2pLiO,x)XrW-rM.

xeL

In this definition, pL denotes the Möbius function of L (see Rota [15]) and

1  denotes the maximal element of L.  Usually the rank function r will be

understood and we will write x(L ; X) in place of xr(L ; X).

Henceforth assume that r is a conjugation-invariant rank function on A,

i.e., a rank function satisfying rig~xHg) = r(H) for g e G and H eK.

Definition 2.1.10. Define a rank function p = pr on £2„(C7, A) in the following

way. Let S e Qn(G, K) and let Sx, ... , S¡ be the connected components of S .

Let a¡ denote the size of ôi and let Hi be the subgroup labelling an arbitrary

chosen point of S¡. Then

/

p(ô) = (n-l) + 5>(tf/) + (at - l)r(G)}.
i=X

Although it is not obvious, p is a rank function on Qn(G, K). This fact

is not important for what follows so we leave the proof to the reader. Our

immediate goal is to compute the characteristic polynomial of Qn(G, K) (with

respect to p ) in terms of the characteristic polynomial of A (with respect to r ).

For this computation we need the value of the Möbius function in Qn(G, K)

which we will compute using the following result due to Crapo (see [4]).

Lemma 2.1.11 (Crapo's complementation theorem). Let L be a finite lattice,

let x be an element of L\{0, 1}, and let Cx be the set of complements of x in

L, i.e.,

Cx = {y e L:xvy =1 and x A y = 0}.

Then,

^¿(°'1)=   J2  MO'yiK^i'^M^' !)'
y¡,y2£Cx

where C,(yx,y2) is 1 if yx <y2 and 0 otherwise.

We will apply Lemma 2.1.11 to prove the following result which gives the

value of the Möbius function of £\(C7, A) in terms of the Möbius function of

A.

Theorem 2.1.12. Let G, K, and f2n(C7, A) be as above. Then

Hnn(G,K)(0,l) = pKiE,G)\G\n-X(-l)n-X(n-l)\.

Proof. We prove this by induction on n , the case n = 1 being obvious. Assume

n is greater than 1 and that the theorem is known for values smaller than n .
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Let x be the element of £ln(G, K) which has two connected components,

f50 consisting of the single point {n} and Sx consisting of {1, 2, ... , n - 1} .

Let every edge of x be labelled by G. We will apply Lemma 2.1.11 to this
choice of x .

Let y be a complement to x .

Claim 1. Every loop of y is labelled with E.

Proof. Let u be a point of y and suppose the loop at u is labelled H. Let

z be the digraph whose only edges are the loops with every loop labelled E

except the loop at u which is labelled H. Then

z < x Ay = 0

so H = E. This proves Claim 1.

By a similar argument it is possible to prove:

Claim 2. Suppose 1 < u < v < n - 1. Then there is no edge from u to v in

y.
Since x V y = 1, y must have some edges other than loops. It follows from

Claims 1 and 2 that y must be of the form y = Au n , where Au n has

« -I- 2 edges, n loops labelled E, an edge from u to n labelled Eg, and an

edge from n to u labelled Eg~ .. Thus

\Cx,\ = (n-i)\G\.

Observe that these complements Au n are atoms in Qn(G, A) so they are

incomparable and p(0, Au n ) = -1. Consider the interval [Au n , 1] in

Qn(G, A). Let S be a digraph in the interval with edge labels Hr s. The fol-

lowing facts are immediate consequences of Proposition 2.1.3 and the definition

0f Au,n,g:

( 1 ) u and n are in the same connected component of ô .

VlHn>n = gHUtUg-1-
(3) For all t;e[«], Hv n = gHvu.

It follows that the edges incident to n and their labels are completely deter-

mined by the edges incident to u and their labels. So the map ô —y S from

[Au n , 1] to Qn_x(G, A) which removes the point n is an isomorphism.

Thus

rtA«,n.g> l) = fiarl_t(G,K)(°y !)•

Applying Lemma 2.1.11 and our induction hypothesis we have

^n„(G,/o(°' D = (n- OIGK(-l) • l%(£> G)(-l)"-2\G\"-2(n - 2)!)}

= ^(£,G)(-1)"-1|G|"-1(ii-1)!.

The next lemma will also be important in our computation of the character-

istic polynomial of Q„(G, K).
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Lemma 2.1.13. Let 6 be a complete K-digraph in Qn(G, K), let ue [n], and

let H be the subgroup labelling the loop at u in ô. Let K' be the interval

[E, H] in K. Then the interval [0,3] in Q,n(G,K) is isomorphic to the

interval [0, 1] in Qn(H, K').

Proof. For each s e [n],let yu s be an element chosen from the coset which

labels the edge from u to s in ô. Define an isomorphism tp ,

<P:\-°>Ô]nn(G,K)^l°> X\(H,K')>

in terms of this choice of yr s.

To define ç?, let n e [0,0] and let Hr s be the edge labels of n. Define

tp(n) to have the same set of edges as n but the label on the edge from v to

w in tp(n) is changed to y~XwHv wyu v . It is straightforward to check that

(1) <p(n)enn(H,K'), and
(2) tp is a lattice isomorphism.   D

Theorem 2.1.14. Let G, K, and iln(G,K) be as above. Then

n-X

XXp(nn(G, K);X) = \[(Xxr(K; X) - i\G\).
¡=o

Proof. Let jx, ... , j   be a sequence with J2 ij¡ = n . We will first compute the

contribution to xp(^„{G, A); X) made by all terms pa (6>JC)(0, ô)Xp(X)~p(S),

where ô has j¡ connected components of size /. We construct all such S via

the following procedure:

Step 1. Choose which points go in each component. This can be done in

»l/iyflA/fl ways.

Step 2. In each component Ss choose a point us and a subgroup Hs to label

the loop at w . For each v ^ ur in <5 choose a coset H „ of H to label the

edge e(us, v).

Once Hs is chosen, this can be done in (|G|/|/iJ|)'<s,l~1 ways. For this ô we

have that I + p(l) - p(ô) = £4(r(g) - r(Hs) + 1). The interval from 0 to S

is isomorphic to the direct product of the intervals from 0 to 1 in the lattices

Q|(5 \(HS, Ks), where A^ is the interval [E, Hs] in A (by Lemma 2.1.13). So

the contribution to the characteristic polynomial made by the digraphs con-

structed with these choices is

'■.n-kn(&ùF.-
Summing this over all possible jx, ... , jn we obtain

*w«--iof-(-«)-. e ^n (e/(o. ̂ '- (^))J'.
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Since «!/ FJ, i;'7,! is the number of elements in the symmetric group Sn with

jt cycles of length i, we have

XXpinniG,K);X) = nl\G\ni-l)nZiSn)

• -i

—X

= n\\G\\-l)n^riK-,k) + n-l\

= n\\G\nß\Xr^'k)\

n-X

= H(XXr(K;X)-i\G\).
i=0

2.2. Generalized Dowling lattices.

Definition 2.2.1. We say that a A-digraph ô has the Dowling property if it has

at most one connected component with edges labelled by G. Let Dn(G, A)

denote the set of all A-digraphs on [n] with the Dowling property.

Let â e Dn(G, A). Then 6 has a unique (perhaps empty) connected compo-

nent with edges labelled G. We call this connected component the distinguished

component of â and other connected components are called ordinary compo-

nents.

For S a A-digraph, let S be the unique A-digraph obtained by joining

into one connected component all those components with edges labelled G.

It is easy to see that S —y ô is a closure operator on Qn(G, A) and that

Dn(G, A) is the set of closed elements. It follows that Dn(G, A) is a lattice

and moreover a meet-sublattice of Q„(G, A). Thus the meet operation in

Dn(G, A) is described in Definition 2.1.6.

As in the previous subsection we assume that r isa conjugation-invariant

rank function on A .

Definition 2.2.2. Define a rank function p = pr on Dn(G, A) as follows: if ô

has connected components ôx, ... , S¡, where ôt has ai points and has some

loop labelled Hi, then

p(S) = ¿2 r(Hi) + K - l)r(G) = p(S) - (n - I).
i

Note that p(l) = nr(G).

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to computing the characteristic

polynomial of Dn(G, K) with respect to p . As in §2.1 we begin by computing

the value of the Möbius function from 0 to 1 . Both of these computations

are similar to the corresponding computations for Qn(G, K) and therefore we

will leave out many of the details.
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Theorem 2.2.3. Let G, K, and Dn(G, A) be as above. Then

n-X

PDn(G,K)(0,l) = U(pK(0,l)-i\G\).
;=0

Proof. The proof is by induction on n , the case n = 1 being trivial. Assume

n > 1. Let x be the digraph in Dn(G,K) with distinguished component

consisting of the points 1, 2, ... , n - 1 and with the loop at n labelled E.

Let Cx denote the set of complements to x in Dn(G, A). Using arguments

similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.12, one can show that

Cx = {Aung:l<u<n^l, geG}u{z},

where z is the A-digraph with distinguished component {«} whose only edges

outside the distinguished component are loops at each point labelled E.

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.12 one can show that the interval [Au n , 1 ]

in Dn(G,K) is isomorphic to the interval [0, 1] in DnX(G, A). Clearly

Aung is an atom in Dn(G, K).

The interval [0, z] in Dn(G,K) is isomorphic to the interval [0, 1] in A.

It is straightforward to check that the interval [z, 1] in Dn(G, K) is isomor-

phic to the interval [0, 1] in DnX(G, A). Applying Crapo's complementation

theorem to x we obtain

^(g,k)(°> !) = W(0, 1) - (n - l)|C?[>^pBi(C?jJC)(0, 1),

which completes the induction step.

Now we are in a position to compute the characteristic polynomial of

Dn(G, A) in terms of the characteristic polynomial of A.

Theorem 2.2.4. Let G, K, and Dn(G,K) be as above. Then

Xp(Dn(G,K);X) = Y[(xr(K;X)-i\G\).
(=0

Proof. Let ó be an element of Dn(G,K). Assume that ô has connected

components â0, ôx, ... , S¡ of sizes a, ax, ... , a¡ with S0 the distinguished

component. Then the interval [0, ô] in Dn(G, K) is isomorphic to the di-

rect product of the interval [0,1] in Da(G, A) and the intervals [0,1] in

Qa (Hi, A.). Here Hi is the subgroup labelling the loop on a point of S¡ and

A¿ ' is the interval [E, H¡] in A . So

(2.2.5)

p(0,o)Xp{x)-p{S]=tf[(pK(0,l)-i\G\)\

■ ii[(pK(E, Hj)Xr(G)-r(H\-\H]\)ar\aJ - 1)!)| .

We construct all possible ô in Dn(G,K) according to the following procedure:
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Step 1. Choose some set of a points to go in the distinguished component

(0 < a < n). This can be done in (") ways.

Step 2. Choose the size of the ordinary components as well as points to go in

them. If there are to be ji ordinary components of size i then this can be done

in (n-ay./Hiiiiy'Jil ways.

Step 3. For each ordinary component ôs, choose a point us from ôs, a sub-

group Hs to label the loop at us, and cosets Hu v to label the edge from us

to v for all v ^ us in Ss. These choices can be made in

/ 1/71 N^l-1

ways.

The choices made in Steps 1-3 are independent and completely determine a

A-digraph S in Dn(G, K). Summing equation (2.2.5) over all these choices

we obtain:

Xp(Dn(G,K);X)

(2.2.6)

=5(")@%(0>1)-i|G|)}

(n-a)\ \ TT / v^  ..   in    zj^r(G)-r(H),G.i-X

h.;„_„ \11'1   Ji'J    i    \H<G

h

where the second sum on the right is over sequences jx, ... , jn_a such that

£ iji = n-a.

Note that

(2-2-7) ¿nW(0. D-I-|G|) = |C?r(^(0'a1)/|G|)J

(2.2.8) ^%(0,i/)/(G)-r(//) = ^(A,A)-^(0, 1).

H<G

Substituting (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) in (2.2.6) we obtain

Z/Z)B(G,A);A) = n!¿|t7r(^(°'a1)/|G|)|(?rQ(-ira

7,Ç      Jr  ■    (XriK;X)-pK(0,im
■¿(¿n-J  *t< i^j •

Using the well-known fact that Z(Sm)[xt <- X] = (-l)m{~*) we obtain

zWe.W-^t^^Wy^'VM)

_sl|Gl«^;Wiei)

and the result follows immediately.   D
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We end this section with an important example of generalized Dowling lat-

tices. Let G be a finite nontrivial group, i.e., 2 < |C7| < oo. Define the closure

H -► H on L(G) by
E   ifH = E,

G   otherwise.
»={

Every subgroup closes to G except the trivial subgroup E which is itself closed.

Thus
G

K =

and so pK(0, 1) = -1 and xriK\ X) = X - 1. For r we take the usual rank

function. In this case Dn(G,K) is isomorphic to the Dowling lattice Dn(G) of

rank n associated to the finite group G (see [5]). Moreover the rank function

p is the usual rank function on Dn(G). Theorem 2.2.4 reduces to the familiar

formula

(2.2.9) xiDniG);X) = l[(X-(l + i\G\))
1=0

obtained by Dowling using the fact that Dn(G) is a supersolvable geometry.

The theory of supersolvable geometries gives an explanation for why the roots

of xiDniG)\ X) are nonnegative integers. It is easy to see that the general-

ized Dowling lattices are not supersolvable except in the Dowling lattice case.

Nonetheless the roots of their characteristic polynomials, with respect to the

variable xr(K ! A) > are nonnegative integers.

3. Removing the thick diagonal with respect to a representation

In this section we consider the example which originally led us to define the

generalized Dowling lattices. Throughout this section we assume that <p: G —>

GL(F) is a finite-dimensional faithful (complex) representation of G which

does not contain the trivial representation. For each subgroup H of G define

VH = {v e V : tp(h)v = v for all h e H] .

If VH = VL for subgroups H and L then F(// L, = VH = VL, where (H, L) is

the subgroup generated by H and L. So the following definition makes sense.

Definition 3.1.1. Let H be a subgroup of G. Define H to be the maximal

subgroup of G satisfying V-^=VH.

It is easy to see that the map H —y H is a closure on L(G) (E = E since tp

is faithful). Let K(tp) denote the lattice of closed subgroups of G. Note that

g~xHg = g xHg   forgeG, HeL(G).

So //*—>// is a conjugation-invariant closure.
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Let y denote the set of subspaces ^ in V such that % = VH for some

subgroup H. Then 'V, ordered by inclusion, is the lattice dual to K(tp). The

maps

H -* VH   and   % -^ G% = {g e G : <p(gW c &}

give a Galois connection in the sense of Rota [15]. The condition that <p not

contain the trivial representation implies that VG = 0. So the maximal element

of 'V is V = VE and the minimal element is 0 =VG.

Let « be a positive integer and let /, j satisfy 1 < i < j <n. For g e G,

let %?(i, j, g) denote the subspace of V" given by

&(i yjyg) = {(wi ,...,vH):Vj = tp{g)v¡} .

For i ^ j, ßf(i, j, g) has codimension d = dim F in V" . For / = j the

codimension of 3V(i, j, g) is d - dim(F<?)), where (g) is the subgroup of G

generated by g. In particular, ß?(i, i, e) = Vn for all i, and ßf(i, i, g) is

a proper subspace of Vn for g ^ e (since $? is faithful).

Definition 3.1.2. Let n be a positive integer and let tp: G—> GL(F) be a faithful

representation of G which does not contain the trivial representation. Define

^n(tp) to be the set of subspaces

&„(9) = {*{i,J, g):l<i<j<n, geG}

U{ßf(i,i,g):l<i<n, geG\{e}}.

Let Ln(tp) be the lattice of intersections of these subspaces ordered by reverse

inclusion and let An(tp) be the subset of V" obtained by removing the union

of the subspaces in 5?n(tp), i.e.,

\i<p)=vn\( u A-
\ßt°€&„(<?) j

Later in this paper we will compute the homology of An(tp) as a topological

space. To do this we instead compute the ordinary poset homology of Ln(tp)

and then invoke results of Goresky and Macpherson which describe the homol-

ogy of A (tp) in terms of the homology of Ln(tp). To compute the homology

of Ln(tp) we need a combinatorial description of Ln(tp). We will prove that

(3.1.3) Ln(tp)^Dn(G,K(tp))

and so the generalized Dowling lattices give such a description.

It is important to identify the atoms of Ln(tp). One might think that these

are exactly the subspaces %?(i, j, g). However that is not quite correct because

¿F(i,i,j)CJr(i,i,h)   ifjh)clj).

So not all the subspaces %?(i, j, g) are atoms in Ln(tp) and not all the sub-

spaces ßf(i, j, g) are distinct. We have %?(i, i, g) = %?(i, i, h) whenever
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(g) - {h) • The set of atoms s>fn(q>) in Ln(tp) is given by

Ki<P) = W, j,g)-l<i<j<n, geG}

U {%r(i, i, g) : 1 < i < n, (i) an atom in K(tp)}.

In the latter set we need only one g for each atom in K(tp) so a better way to

denote the second set would be the set of ßf(i, i, Y) such that Y is an atom

in K(tp).

Next we define maps u, w which we will eventually prove to be isomor-

phisms between Ln(tp) and Dn(G, K(tp)). For the moment we only assume

that u maps Ln(tp) to the set of (/-labelled digraphs with the Dowling property

and that w maps Dn(G,K(tp)) to V*.

Definition 3.1.4. Let J2" be an element of Ln(tp). Define the (/-labelled digraph

u(J*) with n points and edge labels Hu by

HtJ = {geG:Vj = <p(g)vi for all (vx,...,vn)e J"}

(as usual, if H¡, = 0 then there is no edge in u(<f) from i to j ).

Because tp is a representation it follows easily that

(1) If (/, ;, k) e [n]3, then HJkHu = Hik .
(2) For all i e[n], e e Hu . In particular, Hu is nonempty.

From (1) and (2) it follows that tiit is a subgroup of G and H¡j is a right

coset of HH (see the proof of Proposition 2.1.3). Since tp does not contain the

trivial representation we have

(3) Hu = G iff vt = 0 for all (vx, ... ,vn) eS.

From (3) it follows immediately that if HH = Hj} = G, then Htj = G. So

u(JF) has the Dowling property.

For each i < j and each g e G let A{ ■ denote the atom in Dn(G, K(tp))

with loops at every point labelled E and two other edges—one from i to j

labelled {g} and one from / to /' labelled {g-1}. For each atom Y in K(tp)

let AiiT denote the atom in Dn(G, K(tp)) which has no other edges except the

loops at every point. All the loops are labelled E except for the loop at i which

is labelled Y.

Lemma 3.1.5. For 1 < i < j < n and g e G we have w(^ .   ) = Ai .     and

for 1 < i < n and Y an atom in K(tp) we have u(%[ ¡ r) = Ai i r.

The proof of Lemma 3.1.5 is easy and is left to the reader. Lemma 3.1.5

asserts that « is a bijection between the atoms of Ln(tp) and the atoms of

Dn(G,K(tp)).

Definition 3.1.6. Define w: Dn(G, K(tp)) -» V" in the following way. If ô is

a digraph with edge labels Hi} , then

wiô) = {ivx ,...,vn):Vj = <pig)vi for all g e H^, all i, ;'}.
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Lemma 3.1.7. Let ô e Dn(G, K(tp)). Then uwô = ô.

Proof. Let Ht¡ and Ktj be the edge labels on ô and uwô respectively. It

is easy to see that H¡¡ ç A(; and so we need to prove the reverse inclusions.

Clearly it is enough to show that Hu D Ku for all i.

Let g e KH and let vt e ^H . Define a vector v = (vx, ... , vn) e V

according to the following rules.

Rule 1. If r and i are not in the same connected component of ô then

vr = 0.

Rule 2. If r and i are in the same connected component choose yir e Hjr

and set vr = tp(yir)vi.

We claim that v e w(S). To prove this we need to show that v = <p(l)vr

whenever / e Hrs. This is obvious unless both r and s are in the same

connected component as i. In that case, Hrs = 7isHuy~ so / = yishy~x for

some h e H¡¡. Thus

tp(l)vr = tp(yis)tp(h)tp(y~x)vr

= <PÍyis)<PÍh)vl = tp(yls)vi = vs

which proves v e w(S).

Now return to g e K¡¡. By the definition of u we have tp(g)vt = v¿. So

tp(g) fixes every v¡ in !VH or equivalently 2^ C 2^. . Since Hu is closed in

K(f) we have A(1 ç Hu which completes the proof.

Lemma 3.1.8. Let J1' e Ln(tp). Then wuJ7 = ^f.

Proof. It is immediate that J2" ç wuJ? and so we show containment in the

other direction. Suppose that

S = p| Mr,
ßezs

where S is some nonempty subset of the atoms of Ln(tp). Let ^ be an

atom in S where i < j and g e G. Note that u is an order-preserving

map, i.e., if ¿? ç J" then u(f) > u(J^) (recall that the order on Ln(tp) is

reverse inclusion). So u(JF) < u(^¡Jg) = Ai ■ . Hence g e Htj, where the

Huv are the edge-labels on u(S). So if v = (vx, ... , vn) is in wu^), then

v. = tp(g)vi hence v e ^. . By a similar argument wuJ? ç ß?jiT is in S.

Thus wu<y ç J^ which proves Lemma 3.1.8.

We can now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.1.9. For all n and tp we have Ln(tp) = Dn(G, K(tp)). Moreover the

maps u and w defined above are isomorphisms with w = u~  .

Proof. We have proved this theorem in Lemmas 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 modulo one

technical point. We have not shown that the image of u is contained in

Dn(G, K(tp)), i.e., that the subgroup labelling each loop in u(<f) is in K(tp).

This argument is similar to the proof that KH = Hu which was done in Lemma

3.1.7 and is left to the reader.   D
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Let G be a finite group. It is natural to ask whether there exists a repre-

sentation tp of G such that the generalized Dowling lattices Dn(G, K(tp)) are

the ordinary Dowling lattices Dn(G). This is equivalent to saying that K(tp)

consists only of E and G, i.e., no nontrivial subgroup of G has a fixed vector

under tp . One example of this is when G is the cyclic group %?m = (om) and

tp is the 1-dimensional representation tp(Sm) = e n,'m . Zassenhaus classified

all groups having a representation with this property. His classification can be

found in Passman [13]. My thanks to Peter Cameron for bringing this to my

attention.

4. The homology of Dn(G, A)

In this section we compute the homology of Cln(G, K) and the homology

of Dn(G, K), both in terms of the homology of A. We will go on to give a

second computation of Ht(Dn(G, A)). This second computation will express

Ht(Dn(G, A)) in quite a different form. The purpose for this second computa-

tion is that we can use it to determine the representation of the automorphism

group of Dn(G, K) on the homology groups Ht(Dn(G, A)).

4.1. Homology groups of posets. Let (P, <) be a finite poset with a unique

maximal element 1 and a unique minimal element 0. For each nonnegative

integer r let cr(P) be the set of chains in P given by

cr(P) = {0 < xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ < xr < 1 : xt e P}.

Let Cr(P) denote the complex vector space with basis cr(P). Define dr: Cr(P)

-C,_,(P) by

dr(0<xx < ••• <xr < 1) = ]T(-1)'  '(0<x, < ••• <xi < ••■ <xr< 1).
A-X,

i'=l

It is easy to check that dr o dr+x = 0. Define the rth homology group of P,

Hr(P), by

Hr(P) = kerdr/imdr+[.

We do allow 0 < 1 as an element of C0(P) so CQ(P) has dimension 1.

We will encounter the situation where P is completely trivial, i.e., 0=1.

In this case we define Hr(P) by

if r = -1,

0    ifr^-1.HriP) = {

Note that the chains in cr(P) must include 0 and 1 . Many authors would

define Hr(P) differently, working with P' = P\{0, 1} and allowing /--chains

to be arbitrary.

A fundamental result about homology groups of posets in the following Euler

characteristic equation (see Rota [15] or Stanley [16]).
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Theorem 4.1.1. Let P be a finite poset with unique maximal and minimal ele-

ments 1 and 0. Then

J2i-^)rdim(Hr(P)) = pp(0,l).
r

Our computation will be based on the following theorem due to Björner

and Walker [2] which one can think of as a homological version of Crapo's

complementation theorem.

Theorem 4.1.2 (Björner and Walker). Let L be a finite lattice and let x e

L\{0, 1}. Assume that the complements of x form an antichain. Then

H,(L)*QH,([ù,y])9H,(\y,l]),
y

where the sum is over complements y to x.

We will apply Theorem 4.1.2 to compute the homology groups of &n(G, A)

and Dn(G, A). For L any poset define Poincaré series for L, P(L ; t), to be

the polynomial

P(L;t) = Y^àim(Hi(L))ti.
i

Theorem 4.1.3.  Ht(Qn(G, A)) is isomorphic to a direct sum of \G\n~   copies of

Ht (Yln ) ® Ht ( A), where Yln denotes the lattice of partitions of {1,2, ... , n}.

In terms of Poincaré series,

P(nn(G,K);t) = (n-l)\(t\G\)n-XP(K;t).

Proof. Let x be the A-digraph whose only edges consist of a loop at every point

labelled G. Let C(x) denote the set of complements to x. It is straightforward

to check that y e C(x) iff y is connected and every loop of y is labelled E.

In particular, |C(jc)| = |G\n~x .

It is also straightforward to check that if y e C(x) then

[Ô,y]=TI„   and   \y,l]*K.

The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.2.

The next result gives the Poincaré series for Dn(G, K). This Poincaré series

determines the dimension of the homology of ¿>„(G, K) in each degree. In

§§4.2-4.4 we will give a more explicit computation of Ht(Dn(G, A)). The

Poincaré series that we compute here will be crucial for that upcoming work.

Theorem 4.1.4. The Poincaré series of Dn(G, A) is given by

n-X

P(Dn(G,K);t) = H(P(K;t) + i\G\t).
i=0

Proof. We will prove this by induction on n , the case n = 1 being trivial. For

n > 1 we will use Theorem 4.1.2 with x being the A-digraph whose only edges
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are loops with every loop labelled E except the loop at n which is labelled G.

Let y be a complement to x and let S be the distinguished component of x .

Note that n is not in S so S ç (n - 1). Let S_he n\S. Since x V y = Î,

the subgraph y of y induced by the points in S must be connected. Since

x A y = Ô, every loop in y must be labelled E.

It is easy to see that the interval [0, y] is isomorphic to D,SAG, A) x Yi.s,

and that the interval [y, 1 ] is isomorphic to A. Applying the Björner-Walker

theorem we have that

(4.1.5)    P(Dn(G, K);t) = nf2(n~ l)tuu\\G\uP(K; t)P(Dn_u_x(G, K);t).
K=0   ^ '

In this sum u denotes |iS\{w}| so that the factors on the right-hand side are

accounted for as follows:

(1) (n~l) is the number of choices of S\{n} having size u.

(2) \G\" is the number of choices for y, the connected component of y

containing n.

(3) u\ is the dimension of Ht(Ylu+x), so

u\tuP(Dn_u_x(G,K);t)

is the Poincaré series for the homology of [0, y].

(4) P(K ; t) is the Poincaré series for the homology of [y, 1].

By our induction hypothesis we have

n—u—2

P(Dn_u_x(G,K);t)=   n (P(K;t) + i\G\t).
¡=o

Substituting in (4.1.5) we have

(4.1.6)

P(Dn(G, K);t) = J2 (n~l)t"u\\G\uP(K; t)"~f[ (P(K; t) + i\G\t)
u=0 V    U    / /=0

«=0  1.7=1 J ¡=0

To see that the right-hand side of (4.1.6) agrees with the right-hand side of

Theorem 4.1.4 expand the latter as

5C{0,1.«-1} i€5 w=0   S' i€S'

where the sum is over sets S' such that n - u, n - u+ I, ... , n - I are in S

but n-u-1 is not in S'. It is straightforward to see that the last expression

is equal to the right-hand side of (4.1.6).   D

4.2. The filtration of Ht(P) with respect to an order ideal of P. The purpose of

this subsection is to describe a combinatorial method for constructing a filtration
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of the order complex associated to a partially ordered set. Let F be a finite

poset with unique minimal and maximal elements 0 and 1. Let J2" be an

order ideal in P which satisfies the Jordan-Holder property. Thus we can split

J2" as a disjoint union of sets J^ where x e J^ if and only if every maximal

0 - x chain has length i. We call i the rank of x and write gr(x) = i.

Let Y: 0 = x0 < xx < ■ ■■ < xr < 1 be an /--chain in P. Define the pivot of

Y, p(Y; J2"), to be the maximal x¡ such that re/. Define the weight of Y

to be the rank of its pivot and define Wr ; to be the linear span of all /"-chains

with weight i.

Let dr : Wr —► i?_, „ be the usual boundary map for computing the homology

of P. It is easy to see that

dr-K,i-®^-X,j-

So we have a filtered complex.

As in §4.1, let d* be that part of the boundary which preserves weight, i.e.,

dr'-K,i^^r-x,i   for all/.

It is easy to describe the map d* combinatorially. Let T be an r-chain,

Y:0 = xQ<xx <■■• < Xj_x < p(Y) < xj+x <      < xr < 1,

where p(Y) = p(Y; S) is the pivot. Then

(4.2.1)
j-\

KiT) = Et-1)' (°<*i <•■• <xx■<■■ ■ <xj-i <p^ <•••<!)
i=i

r

+ 5Z (-l)/_l(0< x, <---<p(Y)<xj+x <...<Xi<...<xr<l).
1=7+1

From (4.2.1) it is easy to see that E  = Ht(W, d+) is given by

(4.2.2) EX = Q)Ht([0,a])®Ht([a,l]Jr),

where //„.([O.q]) is the poset homology of the interval [0,q] and where

H,([a, l]jr) is the poset homology of

(4.2.3) [a,l]Jr = [a,l]\([a,l]xlJr).

In §4.4 we will make use of such a spectral sequence to compute Ht(Dn(G, A)).

In that case we will have the additional information that every interval of J"

is Cohen-Macaulay. Because of this Cohen-Macaulay property, the differential

dx on is1 will have a particularly simple form.
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4.3. Elementary digraphs.

Definition 4.3.1. Let S e DniG, K). We say S is elementary if every loop of

ô is labelled by the trivial subgroup E. We let J" = ^„(G) denote the set of

elementary digraphs in Dn(G, K) (note that J2- does not depend on A ).

Note that J" is an order ideal in Dn(G, K) and that if S e J" then the

interval [0, S] in Dn(G, K) is isomorphic to the interval [0, n(S)] in Yln,

where n(ô) is the partition of n whose blocks are the connected components

of Ô.

Definition 4.3.2. Let a, ß be digraphs in Dn(G, K) with a < ß and a ele-

mentary. We say ß is nondefective over a provided that whenever two com-

ponents of a are contained in the same component C of ß , that component

C must be the distinguished component. Otherwise we say ß is defective over

a.

Lemma 4.3.3. Suppose ß is defective over a and ß is not elementary. Then

there is a unique maximal digraph Ka(ß) satisfying:

(1) a<Ka(ß)<ß.

(2) Ka(ß) is nondefective over a.

Proof. Define Ka(ß) to be the digraph obtained from ß by removing all edges

e of ß which satisfy:

(i) e is not an edge of a.

(ii) The endpoints of e lie outside the distinguished component of ß .

It is straightforward to check that this Ka(ß) is the unique maximal digraph

satisfying (1) and (2).

Let a be an element of J^ . A nondefective chain over a is a chain

<x<ßi<--'<ßl<\

in the interval [a, I] such that each ßi is nondefective over a and such that

no ßi is elementary. Let NDt(a) denote the space of nondefective chains over

a and let da denote the differential for the poset [a, 1].

Lemma 4.3.4. Let a be an elementary digraph with r connected components.

Then the complex (NDt(a), da) is isomorphic to the complex (Ct(Kr), d),

where Kr denotes the direct sum of r copies of K. In particular,

H.(ND(a),da)*(H,(K)fr.

Proof. Let Xx,... , Xr he the connected components of a and let xt be a fixed

element from Xi. If ß is nondefective over a then ß is determined uniquely

by the sequence (hx(ß), h2(ß), ... , hr(ß)) e Kr, where ht(ß) is the subgroup

labelling the loop at x;. It is straightforward to check that the correspondence

B-*(hx(ß),...,hr(ß))

extends to an isomorphism of chain complexes.
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4.4. The homology of Dn(G, K). We will now recompute H^D^G, A)) using

a method which yields more information than Theorem 4.1.4. This additional

information will be crucial in §5 when we compute the character of GwrSn on

Ht(Dn(G, A)). We will compute Ht(Dn(G, A)) using the spectral sequence

(Es, ds) described in §4.2 with respect to the order ideal J = J^((7) of ele-

mentary digraphs. Recall from (4.2.1) that the differential 9* = ¿\° applied to

a chain Y agrees with the usual differential in Ct(Dn(G, A)) except that the

term where p(Y) is removed from Y does not appear. Thus

(Eld°)*@(E0.(a),d°),

where the above isomorphism is an isomorphism of complexes and where Et (a)

is the subcomplex of Et spanned by all chains with pivot a. For each a we

will compute the homology of (Et (a), d ) using a second spectral sequence.

Fix an elementary digraph a and let r denote the number of connected

components of a. For each chain Y in E°(a) let B(Y) be the subchain from

ß(Y) to 1, where ß(Y) is the minimal element of Y which is defective over a

(define B(Y) = 0 if every element of Y is nondefective over a ). Also define

b(Y) to be the size of B(Y).

For b0 a nonnegative integer let Et (a ; b0) denote the span of all chains Y

in E®(a) with b(Y) = b0 . It is easy to see that

d°(E°(a ; b0)) Ç E°(a ; b0) © E°,(a ;bQ-l).

So b(Y)  defines a filtration of (Et(a),d).   Let  (F*, ôs)  be the associated

spectral sequence. We will now compute the terms in this spectral sequence.

It is easy to describe the differential  S    explicitly.   Let T be a chain in

E°t(a;b0),

Y : 0 = a0 < ■ ■ ■ < ai_x < p(Y) < ai+x < ■■■ <a¡

<ß(Y)<ß2<--<ß,< 1
"o

Then

(4.4.1) 5=1v ' s¿i

ô°(Y) = J2(-irX(0<ax<--- <âs<...<aj

\< ß(Y) <---<ßbn<

et sum,

(FO,¿O) = (^o(Q;O),/)e0(F>1),f50),

By (4.4.1) we see that (F°, S°) splits as a direct sum,

where the last sum is over /?, defective over a, /?, ^ J2".  Ft(ßx) is the span

of all chains Y with ß'Y) = ßx.
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Consider the complex (Ft (ßx),S ). Since a < ßx and ßx is defective over

a we have a < Ka(ßx) < ßx. Let I(a; ßx) be the poset consisting of the

interval in Dn(G,K) from a to Ka(ßx) together with an additional maximal

element M.
M

/(«;ß,)= )

»oc

By the usual contraction argument H^(I(a ; ßx )) = 0. Observe that the complex

(F°(ßx), ô ) is isomorphic to the tensor product

(4.4.2) (F°(/3,), S0) S ([0, a], d) ® (I(a; ßx), d),

where both differentials d on the right-hand side are the usual poset differen-

tials. It follows immediately from (4.4.1) that an explicit isomorphism tp to

establish (4.4.2) is given by

<p(0 < ax < ■ ■ ■ < a,_, < a < a¡+x < ■ ■ ■ < am < ß{ < ■ • • < ß^ < 1)

= (0 < ax < ■ • • < aj_x < a, a < a¡+1 < ■■■ <am< M).

Hence we have that (Ft (ßx),S ) is acyclic for all ßx and so

Ht(F?,a0) = Ht(E°(a;0),d0).

Now note that Et (a ; 0) is isomorphic to the tensor product

(4.4.3) (E°(a; 0), d°) S (C,([0, a]), <3) ® (ND.(a), Ö),

an isomorphism which follows directly from (4.2.1). Thus

F1 = H9(F?,S°) S Hm([0, a]) ® (Ht(K)fr.

Since all the homology on the right is concentrated in the Oth-filtered piece of

F , the spectral sequence (Fs, ôs) has collapsed at Fx . So

(4.4.4) EX-íC$Ht([0,a])®(H¿K)fc{a),
a

where c(a) denotes the number of connected components of a.

If V = 0n Vn is a graded vector space then the total dimension of V, written

dim(F), is defined to be the sum of the dimensions of the Vn .

Corollary 4.4.6. Let k be the total dimension of H(K). Then the total dimen-

sion of Ex is given by

dim(Ex) = \[(K + i\G\).
i=0
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Proof. By Theorem 4.4.5 we have

.1
dim^1)^   Y,   dim(H([0,a]))K\

r,
0    r(a)=rQ

Let â be a partition in Yln with rn blocks of sizes b., ... , br .  Then the
n u i rQ

number of elementary A-digraphs whose connected components are the blocks

of à is Tij\G\bi~l. Also if a is such a A-digraph then dim(#([0, a])) =

Ylj(bj - 1)!. Note that dim(H([0, a])) is the number of permutations in Sn

whose partitions into disjoint cycles is â. Thus

dim^1) = n\Z(Sn)[xt -* \G\'~xk]

K

X'^]G\\
= n\\G\"Z(Sn)

So

(4.4.7) dim(Ex) = nl\G\n(^ + n

If we substitute t = 1 in Theorem 4.1.4 we have

dim(Ht(Dn(G,K))) = Y[(K + i\G\)
(4.4.8) «=o

= n\\G\H(w + "~l\ =dim(Ex).   D

Since Ht(Dn(G, A)) = E°° we see from (4.4.8) that our spectral sequence

has collapsed at Ex which proves the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.9. As a graded vector space, Hm(Dn(G,K)) is isomorphic to

Ht(Dn(G, A)) =0ff(([O, a]) ® (H.(K)fc{a),
a

w//e/*e- i//e sum o« ?/ze /-/^//i is over â// elementary digraphs a.

4.5. The homology of Ln(V). Recall the set-up of §3 in which tp: G -► GL(F)

is a finite-dimensional faithful complex representation of G which does not

contain the trivial representation. Notation and terminology will be as in that

section.

Let %x, ... , í¿s be the coatoms in 'V , i.e., the maximal subspaces in ?/"\C .

Let Jf(tp) denote the complement of (U/=i ^¿) m C .In this section we will

compute the homology of An(tp) in terms of the homology of 3T(tp). Our main

tool will be the theorem of Goresky and Macpherson [8] which appears below.

Let Ax, ... , At ç Rm be a finite set of affine subspaces (of possibly various

dimensions) in Euclidean space and let

/ t      \

M = Rm\l\jA,
u=l
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Associated to this collection Ax, ... , At there is a poset ¿? whose elements v

correspond to the flats

\v\ =Ai xx--.x\Ai

(ordered by inclusion) with a maximal element Î appended which corresponds

to the space Rm . There is a natural ranking function d on ¿? given by

d(v) m dimR(|t>|).

Theorem 4.5.1 (Goresky and Macpherson [8, Theorem 1.3A, p. 238]). The ho-

mology of M is given by

(4.5.2) Hi(M;Z)=®Hm_d{v)_i_l([0,v]).

Note in this theorem that the homology on the left is homology of the affine

variety M whereas homology on the right is homology of the poset [0, v].

Also note that the exact form of the subscript on the right, m - d(v) - i - 1,

is slightly different than what appears in [8]. This is because we use a different

convention for determining the rank on poset homology.

We will be using Theorem 4.5.1 in the case that Rm is a complex space C

and each Ai is a complex subspace. One can apply the theorem as stated above

although it is important to remember that d(v) is the real dimension of |v|.

Let P(5?(tp) ; t) and P(An(tp) ; t) denote the Poincaré series for the homol-

ogy groups of 3£(tp) and An(tp) respectively, i.e.,

P(3?(tp) ; 0 = E dim(tf,WP) ; Z))i'',

^A^O^dim^,.^);^1'.
i

Theorem 4.5.3. For any n and tp we have

tP(An(tp);t) = l[(tP(^(tp);t) + i\G\t2d'X).
;=0

Proof. We will apply Theorem 4.5.1 to compute P(An(tp) ; t). Let v e Dn(G).

Then v determines a pair n(v) = (C0, y), where C0 is the distinguished

component of v and y is the partition of n\C0 whose blocks are the nondis-

tinguished connected components of v . In each block C, of y pick out the

smallest element u¡ and let c¡ denote the size of C¡. Our first step is to com-

pute 2Z(C0, y) which is the contribution to the right-hand side of (4.5.2) made

by all v which give us the pair (C0, y).

Suppose that n(v) = (C0, y) and that the point ut in C; is labelled by the

subgroup Hi which corresponds to the subspace Vj■ = VH . Then

dimR(M) = ¿dim8(F/)
/=i
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( s equals the number of blocks of y ). So,

E(co> y) = *  E   Edim(^2^-2(x:dimR(F,))-,-i([ô, «ix'

l(v)=(C0,y)    '

=   J2   J2dim(HA°> v]))t2nd-2{^dim-{V'})-J.

l(v)=(C0,y)   J

Note that the interval [Ô,v] in Dn(G) is isomorphic to

[Ô,v]*DCo(G,K)xif[Cic(Hl,Kl)\,

where K¡ is the interval [E, H¡] in A. Thus

v l/=l J

where X, = t2c>d-2dim«{v')P(nc (H¡, K¡) ;t~x). From Theorem 4.1.3 we have

A, = {(c, - l)\(\G\t^-l)){c'~l)}t2d~dimn{V')P([0, HA; t~x).

Here F([0, H¡] ; t~x) is the Poincaré polynomial (in the variable t~x ) for the

homology of the interval [0, H¡] in A .

Next observe that if n(v) = (C0, y) then v is completely determined by the

choice of subgroups Hx, ... , Hs labelling ux, ... , us. These choices can be

made arbitrarily subject to the constraint H¡ ^ G. Also, by Theorem 4.1.4 we

have
Co-"

t2c°dP(DCQ(G, A); T1) = Y[(t2dP(K; t~l) + i\G\t2d~X).

i=0

Thus

(4.5.4) ^(C0,7) = fn(^F(A;r1) + ̂ |i2'-I)}{n^l>

where

Y, = (c,-l)\(t{2d-X]\G\)c-X

Note that if í¿ = G then

£dim(//,([£, ^j))/M-dta«(»ir)-'-> = Z2i/-'F(A; T1).
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Thus

2</-dimR(Ks.)-i-lt¿2 ¿ZäimiHßE, &,])){
%¿G    i

= tP(3?(tp);t)-t2dP(K;CX).

So, from (4.5.4) we have

E(Co.J0 = \Uit2dPiK;rx) + i\G\t2d-x)

f[((c, - l)\(t2d-X\G\)c'-X(tP(JÍ(tp) ; i) - t¿aP(K ; T'))).

Note that £(C0,y) depends on P(K;t ') as well as P(%f(tp);t). However

we shall see that when we sum the ^2(CQ,y) the dependence on P(Jt; t~ )

disappears leaving the expression on the right-hand side of Theorem 4.5.3 which

depends only oh P(Sff(tp) ; t).

Fix cQ, cx, ... , cs and sum ¿2(C0, y) over all pairs (C0, y), where |C0| =

c0 and where y has blocks of size c,, ... , cs. Call this sum tr(c0; cx, ... , cs).

If ji is the number of c¡  (I > 1) which equal /' then we have

a(cQ;cx,..   ,cs)

(4.5.5)
^(;))h(^,-v^)j.(^)

l/=i V t       \G\

Let u, v , w denote

u = t2dP(K;t~x),        v = tP(%f(tp);t),        w = t2d~X\G\.

Note that

C  — 1

(4.5.6) J] (t2dP(K; Ç1) + i\G\t2d~X) = wc°c0l(™ + C° ~ l) .
c=o V      co      /

Also

(4.5.7)

((»-CqVA Jtt(c _ mP-iictf (tP^(tp);t)-t2dP(K;t
muf'ifi) \\r M   m \     t2d-x\G\

-i,

•"-*£*«[*-(£-£)
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where the sum on t is over all permutations in Sn_c which have cycles of

lengths cx, ... ,cs. Substituting (4.5.6) and (4.5.7) into (4.5.5) we have

tP(An(tp);t)=    J2   o(cQ;cx,...,cs)

Noting that (A+^_1) = (~A)(-l)a we have

tP(An(tp) ; i) = n\w" (^ + ^~ »)j(-l)"

= n\wnß)(-l)n = n\w"ß+^-1)

n-X n-X

= ]J(v + iw) = Y[(tP(jr(tp); t) + i\G\t2d~X),
j'=0 i=0

which completes the proof.   D

Note the striking similarity between Theorems 4.1.4 and 4.5.3. It seems

plausible that there might be some simple way to derive Theorem 4.5.3 from

Theorem 4.1.4. However the author knows of no proof that is more direct than

the one given here.

5. The action of GwrSn on the homology of Dn(G, K)

5.1. The wreath product GwrSn. Let Gwr5n denote the wreath product of G

over Sn (see James and Kerber [11] for more background on wreath products).

Throughout this section we will assume that n, G, K are fixed and we will let

3? denote G wr5n . We will think of 3? as the set of n x n matrices with entries

from G U {0} which have exactly one nonzero entry per row and column. If

a e 3?^ we let ö denote the underlying permutation in Sn , i.e., à is obtained

from a by changing every nonzero entry to 1. Also we let g (a ; /') denote the

element of G that occupies the unique nonzero entry in row / of a .

There is an action of 3? on the set Q„(G, A). Let ô be an element of

Q„(G, A) with edge labels H^ and let a be an element of &. Define a ■ ô

to the digraph with edge labels H'u v given by

H'iajo^g^yJWijg^'y 0"1-

It is straightforward to check that a ■ S is a A-digraph and that each a e & is

an automorphism of the poset Qn(G, K) which maps Dn(G, A) to Dn(G, K).

So we have a representation of 2? as a group of automorphisms of Dn(G, K).

This in turn gives an action of 3? on the homology of Dn(G, K). We denote

the character of the representation of 3? on HADn(G, A)) by ßnJ. Our goal

in this section is to derive information about the characters ßn (. Our main
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result here will express ßn ; as a sum of induced characters. For the rest of

§5.1 we will catalogue some further information about the group 3?.

Let fêx, ... , <& be the conjugacy classes of G. From each conjugacy class

W choose an element g(^) which will remain fixed for the rest of this section.

Let a e 2? and let Y = (yx, ... , ys) be a cycle of a (i.e., a cycle of à ). We

say Y has conjugacy type f if

n *»:*>}(5.1.1) Ul*^)}6^-

Note that the actual group element defined by the product in (5.1.1) depends on

the cyclic order of (yx, ..., ys). But this dependence is only up to conjugacy in

G, hence the conjugacy type of Y is well defined. For each u e {1, 2, ... , n}

and each s e {1, 2, ... , k} let ma(u, s) denote the number of «-cycles of a

with conjugacy type Ws. The type of a, x(a), is the ms-tuple

T(» = (mff(K,s)).

It is well known (see, for example, James and Kerber [11]) that two elements

of 2? are conjugate if and only if they have the same type.

An element of 2? is standard if each cycle has at most one nonidentity

element of G. It is clear that every element of 3? is conjugate to a standard

element. Let a be standard and let Y = (yx, y2,... , yu) be a cycle of a. If

Y contains a nonidentity element g e G then reorder Y cyclically so that g

occurs in the yuth row and y,st column of a . Define ß(Y)=yx (the beginning

of Y ) and e(Y) = yu (the end of Y ). The submatrix of a corresponding to

Y looks like
ß(Y)=yl   /O   e   0   ■■■    0\

y2 [ 0   0   e   ■■■    0

eiY) = yu \g   0   0   ••■    O)

5.2. The action of & on J"n(G). Recall from §4.3 that Jn(G) is the poset of el-

ementary digraphs in Dn(G, A), i.e., those digraphs in which every (nonempty)

edge label is a single group element. In this subsection we will derive some facts

about the action of 3? on ^?n(G) and on the homology groups of the intervals

mSn(G).
Let a be an element of ^n(G) which is fixed by some rj e 2?. Then a

permutes the connected components of a. Write a as the disjoint union

a = a, Ua2 U • • • U as,

where each a ■ is an orbit of connected components of a. Each a • is a union

of some number ti of connected components,

a, = cf»U(í21U...U^,

where a maps C((u) to C("+x) (here u + 1 is taken modi,). Let ai denote

the restriction of a to a,.
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We can decompose oi into disjoint cycles

r(l)y(2)#       vC/,)
i      i      "i

Al)     ic   o   miiltmla     //Oí       «f    / A lo^   lot     CfrC)

a. = Y¡l>Y¡" ...Y¡

The length of each cycle Y¡ ' is a multiple d,1 7, of tt. Also let ^;. ' denote

the conjugacy type of Y¡1). We call the sets {r.}, {;.} , {d[¡]},and {@¡l)} the

a-invariants of a (defined for any pair (a, a) where a • a = a).

Defintion 5.2.1. Let notation be as above. We say oi is a-uniform if df^ =

d\   = ■■• = d¡    . We say o is a-uniform if each tri is a-uniform.

Lemma 5.2.2. Let notation be as above and suppose ai  is a-uniform.   Then

i i i

Proof. Assume oi is a-uniform. Let a" and a¡ be arbitrarily chosen ele-

ments of Y¡u)nC¡l) and Y¡v)xlC¡l). Let g and h be the products of the entries

of Y¡u) and Y¡v) starting with af] and af] respectively. Thus g e 3fju) and

h e 2\v). Last, let x be the label on the edge from a{"] to af].

If we apply ai '*' to the edge from aj"' to aj" ' we obtain the same edge but

with label changed from x to hxg~  . Since o • a = a we have

hxg~  = x   so h = xgx~ .

Thus S¡u) = 3i¡    which completes the proof.

Lemma 5.2.3. Assume that o-a = a and that {j.}, {d^}, and {3>\u)} are the

parameters of (o, a). Let Tr denote the trace of a acting on the rth homology

group of the interval [0, a]. Then

Tr={

_ly-c(a) rr.(-rf.)Á-1(j/. - l)\p(d)   if o is a-uniform and

r = n - c(a) - 1,

0   otherwise.

Proof. Observe that the interval [0, a] in <f„(G) is isomorphic to the interval

[0, 0(a)] in Yln .So [0, a] is C-M of rank n - c(a) which shows that Tr = 0

unless r = n - c(a) - 1 . It also implies that

r„_c(a)=(-irc%,a]„(o,a),

where [0, a]a denotes the subposet of [0, a] consisting of all elements fixed

by o.

It is easy to see that

[0,a]ffSi[0,aI]ffix...x[0,aJ]ffj

and that [0, a^  is isomorphic to the lattice of partitions of C\X) fixed by a\¡

(note that a\' acts on C((1) ). The rest of Lemma 5.2.3 now follows immediately

from [9, Theorem].
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We will need a bit more information about the elementary A-digraphs fixed

by a in the case the a is standard. Assume henceforth that a is standard,

that a • a = a, and that a is a-uniform. Let {t¡} , {])} , {d¡} , and {2¡¡} be

the a-parameters of a . We will examine the structure of a particular a;.

As above, write a, = Y¡X)Y¡2) ■ ■ ■ Y¡i¡) and let C{X) ,C(2),..., cfi] be the

connected components of ai written so that oAfjf ) = C¡        and so that

ß(Y^) e C¡x). Define z(l), z(2), ... , z(di) e C\X) by

z(j) = tr""1»' fi{Y¡1])

and let y(u) be an arbitrarily chosen element of Y¡    xx C¡

picting a( appears below:

Af> A.(2)

r(X)

ß(Y{X)) = z(l)

z(2)

At,)

A diagram de-

Y(2)

r(j,)

C(1)

z(dt)

y(2)

yUi)

c (2) c,('<)

UYh

Figure 5.2.4

Lemma 5.2.5. Let h be the label on the edge from z(l) to z(2) and let uU) be
the label on the edge from z(l) to y(j). Let g = g(2¡). Then

(1) hd' = g~x,

(2) uU)eCG(g).

Conversely, a choice of h such that hdi = g~x to label the edge from z(l)

to z(2) and choices of uU) e CG(g) to label the edges from z(l) to y(j)

determines an elementary k-digraph a. which is fixed by ar

Proof. First we prove that h is a ¿?¿th root of g~x. Observe that the edge from

z(s) to z(s + 1) is labelled h in a (by invariance of a under a and by the

standardness of a). Thus the edge from z(d¡) to z(l) is labelled h~(d~X).

If we apply a'1 to the edge from z(di-l) to z(d¡) we obtain the edge from

z(dj) to z(l) labelled by h g. By invariance of a under a we have

hg = h-(d'~x)

as desired.
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Next we show that uU) centralizes g. Note that if tr'idi is applied to the

edge from y(l) to y(j) the result is the edge from y(l) to y(j) but with label

changed to g~xu(j)g. The result follows.

The converse statements are straightforward and are left to the reader.

5.3. The action of 3? on Ht(Çln(G, A)). In this section we compute the action

of 2? = G wr5„ on the homology of Q.n(G, K). Our main result is an interest-

ing generalization of a result due to Stanley. Consider the case where G is the

trivial group. It is straightforward to see that Qn(G, A) is isomorphic to the

partition lattice in this case. Also in this case 2? is just Sn and so the action

of 9 on Ht(Cin(G, A)) is the action of Sn on //.(H,). Stanley proved the

following elegant result.

Let Cn be the cyclic group in Sn generated by rn = (1,2,..., n) and let

*>n be the linear character of Cn defined by

Theorem 5.3.1 (Stanley [16]). Let x be the character of Sn acting on the

unique nonvanishing reduced homology group of Yln . Then

t   =sgn-ind¿f(>fl).

To understand how this result generalizes in our situation first note that

Cn x G can be identified as a subgroup of 2?. The matrix in this subgroup

corresponding to (x]n , g) is the one which has entry g wherever the permuta-

tion matrix corresponding to x'n has a 1 .

G acts on the graded module Ht+,_XAK). Here Ht+(n_x)(K) is identical

as a module to Ht(K) except that the grading has been shifted up by n — 1 . So

Cnx G acts on C® Ht+{n_x)(K) = Ht+{n_X)(K) by the tensor product action:

(?7„ . g)(v ® u) = (*n(xJn)v) ®(g-u).

Our main result in this section is the following generalization of Theorem 5.3.1.

Theorem 5.3.2. Let x["\G, A) be the graded representation of 3? on the ho-

mology of &„(G, A). Then

x[n)(G, A) = sgn-ind^K ®H,Hn_x)(K)).

Proof. We will prove this result by computing the character of 2? on

Ht(Q (G, A)). Recall that in §4.1 we had established an isomorphism of

graded vector spaces between Ht(£ln(G, A)) and M = 0aeJHn(G) Ht([0, a])®

Ht(K). Here J^(1)(G) was the set of connected C7-digraphs. Recall that the

isomorphism between Ht(Qn(G, A)) and M came from the fact that Jy '(G)

is the set of complements to the digraph z whose only edges are loops at each

point labelled G. Note that z is invariant under 2?. Because of this it is easy to

check that the isomorphism between H^Çï^G, A)) and M is S'-equivariant.
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So the character of 2? on HJ£ln(G, A)) agrees with the character on M. We

will compute the latter character.

Let a be an element of 3?. We want to compute the trace of a acting on

M. This trace is a class function so we may choose a up to conjugation in

2?. In particular, we will assume that a is standard and has a disjoint cycle

decomposition a = 7(1) • ■ • YU), where 1 = ß(Y{x)).

It is important to understand how 2? acts on M. This action is induced

from an action of 2? on the associated chain complex

M'=     ©    C,([0,a])®Ct(A).

a€^(1)(0)

To understand how 2? acts on M' one must embed M' in CJJ)n(G,K))

using the map ip: M' —y Ct(Dn(G, A)) defined by

^((0 < yx <■••< yr < a) ® (Ô <//,<•■•< Hs < G))

= 0 <yx < ■■■ <yr < a < tox < ■■■ < tos < Î,

where toi is the unique (G, A)-digraph which is greater than a and which has

the loop at 1 labelled H¡.

Observe that

(7(7/. ([0, a]) ® Ht(K)) = Ht([0, a a]) ® H.(K).

So the trace of a acting on M' agrees with the trace of o acting on

M"=®//,([0,a])®//,(A).
cra=a

Each of the subspaces //»([0, a])®//. (A) is a-invariant so the trace of a acting

on M" is the sum of the a acting on each individual Ht([0, a]) ® //„(A).

Fix a € J^( ((?) with era = a, and let tr(a) denote the trace of a acting

on //„([O, a]) ® //„(A). It is easy to see that

(5.3.3) tr(a) = tr(rT|w>([0Q])) ® tr(cr|^(JC)),

where the action of rj on HJJK.) depends in some complicated way on a and

a. It follows from (5.3.3) that tr(a) = 0 unless o is a-uniform. So we will

assume a is a-uniform. Thus every cycle of a has the same length d and the

same conjugacy type 31. By Lemma 5.2.3 we know that

It remains to compute the trace of a on Ht(K).

To understand how o acts on Ht(K) it is helpful to redraw Figure 5.2.4 in

this situation. Since we have s = 1 and r, = 1, we get

yd) y(2) y(j)

2(1)    z(2) z(d)   y(2) ~yJfT
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Recall that a is standard. So we may assume that T

z(l)    z(2)    z(3)    ••■    z(d)

( 0        e        0 0\
0        0        e     ■■■      0

has the form

y(l)  _

0

v g
0
0

0
0

e

0

Let h be the label on the edge from z(l) to z(2) in a . Then the edge from

z(i) to z(i + 1) also has label h for i = 1,2,..., d- 1 by invariance of a

under a. So the edge from z(l) to z(d) has label h _1.

Let k e K . Under the isomorphism from C„,([0, a]) <g> C„(A) into M', k

maps to the unique connected A-digraph ô which satisfies

(1) a<8 in an(G, A).
(2) The loop of ô at z, = 1 is labelled k.

By Proposition 2.1.3(d) the loop at z(d) is labelled h~(d~x)khd~x. If we now

apply a to ô we get a new A-digraph where the loop at z(l) is labelled

g ■Xh~(d-X)khd- g = hkh~

the equality g  xh {d 1} h coming from Lemma 5.2.5.

So if 0 < kx < ■ ■ ■ < kr < Î is an /--chain in Cr(A) then a maps this /--chain

to
-i,

0<(hkxh   )<(hk2h   )<■■■< (hkrh   )<1.

It follows immediately that a acts on Ht (A) according to conjugation by h .

So if er has d ./'-cycles all of type g then the trace of a on the (n - 2 + r)th

graded piece of M is

(5.3.4) (-l)"-Xp(d)(-d)J-X(j-l)\^2tr(h\H{K)),
hd=g

where the sum is over all dth roots of g in G.

It remains to show that this is the value of the induced character given by

the right-hand side of Theorem 5.3.2. To prove this we will use the following

formula for an induced character which can be found in Feit [6]. Let JK be

a subgroup of Jf and let W be an .^f-module with character x ■ Then the

value of the induced character ind^(x') on a group element n e JV is

(5.3.5) ind^ix)in) = -r-^-^2xtig~ing),

where x*iu) is Xiu) if ueJt and is 0 if u <£ J?.

We will apply (5.3.5) in our situation (namely) Jf = Cn x G, yy = &, and

W = C®Hm+{n_X)(K). Let pr denote the character of G on Hr+(n_X)(K). Let

(t1 , h) e Cn x G, let j be the greatest common divisor of / and n, and let
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d = n/j. Then (t , h) (as an element of GwrSn) consists of j cycles each

of length d and type g = hd . So by (5.3.5)

ind^»K®/»J((7) = 0

unless a consists of j ¿-cycles all of the same type g for some d\n. If a

does consist of j  d-cycles of type g then

i<wxrc"K®/0(*) = ̂ E E ¿p.w>
1   ' hd=g ('.«)-;'

where za denotes the centralizer of a in 2?, where the first sum is over all

t/th roots of g in G, and where the second sum is over all I e {1,2,..., n]

such that the greatest common divisor of / and n is d. Recall that

E   «n - M ■

Also observe that

Iz^H^IGD^-^IGK^IGir'a-l)!}.

So if a consists of j ¿/-cycles all of type g then

sgn(cj) ind^wxrG"(C„ ® pt)(o)

(5-3-6) = (-D{d-x)jp(d)(d\G\rx(j-iy. y: PM-
hd=g

Since (-l)(d~x)i = (—1)A-1(—1)/_I we have that the right-hand sides of (5.3.4)

and (5.3.6) agree, which completes the proof of our theorem.

5.4. The action of 2? on Ht(Dn(G, A)). In this section we compute the char-

acter of 3? and express this character as a sum of induced characters. These

characters are induced from centralizers of permutations and are a generalized

version of certain characters introduced recently by Reutenauer [14], in one

context, and Gerstenhaber and Schack [7] and Loday [12] in quite a different

context.

Let cx be a permutation in 3? having ju  «-cycles for each u. The centralizer

of a, denoted za , is isomorphic to a direct product over u of (Cu x G) wrS1   .

We will now describe a graded character of za . This character vr°' is a product

over u of graded characters n[a\u) of (CuxG)-wrSj . The character n[a\u)

comes from the graded character zu ® pt on Cu x G, where *u is the linear

character of Cu defined by *U({1,2, ... , u))= %?2n'/u , and pt is the graded

character of G on Ht(K). The character *u®p% is extended to (CuxC7)wr5

using the trivial character on S¡ . The precise definition of 7i[a)(u) is

(r;tox,to2, ... ,oju)e(Cux G)vncSj ,
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where r e S¡   and wi eCuxG ; then

n{°]_{u_{)j(u)(t ;œx,...,œu) = Y[(*u ® p,)(tocœCi ■ ■ ■ toc ),

where the product on the right is over the cycles & = (Cx, ... , Cs) of t.

We can now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 5.4.1. Let P be a set containing one permutation of each cycle type

and let ß[n)(G, A) be the graded character of 2? on the homology of Dn(G, K).

Then

tf)(G,A) = sgn.©indfr5»(^)).

Proof. We begin with formula (4.4.4) from §4.4 which gives an expression for

the Ex term in a spectral sequence which abuts to Ht(Dn(G, A)). Recall that

this spectral sequence collapses at Ex and observe that all differentials in this

spectral sequence are ^-equivariant. So the character ßfl(G, A) is equal to

the character of 3? acting on

(5.4.2) 0//([O,a])®(i/t(A)r(a).
ft

For each partition X of n, let Vx denote the subspace of (5.4.2) consisting

of the sum of all H¿\0, a]) ® (//t(A))®c(a) over all a which have connected

components of sizes Xx, X2, ... , X¡. Then Vx is a 2? module—let ¿^ denote

the trace of 2? acting on Vk . We will show that

(5.4.3) i, = sgn.ind^wrS"(nlCT)),

where the o on the right is the permutation in P with cycle type X.

The proof of (5.4.3) is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. We leave the

details to the reader.

It is interesting to note that the induced characters

sgn-ind^    "(IV),        aeP,

which constitute the summands on the right-hand side of Theorem 5.4.1 have

appeared before in the case that G is the 1 -element group. These characters of

Sn were introduced by Reutenauer [14] in connection with the free Lie algebra

and were studied further in this context by Garsia, Bergeron, and Bergeron [1].

Independently these same induced characters came up in the study of a Hodge

decomposition of Hochschild and cyclic homologies of a commutative algebra

A (see Burghelea and Vigué-Poirrier [3], Gerstenhaber and Schack [7], Hanlon

[10], and Loday [12]). It is unclear why these induced characters turn up in

such varied contexts.
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